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Today we are speaking about Verizon’s DSL internet service. Now, this service might be a bit more traditional than the fiber-optic one. It might also be a bit slower than all the other options Verizon has to offer, but it might just be worth it. 




Let’s take a closer look at what you will get.




THE PLANS




The starter plan is something everyone needs to know about. First off, everyone gets a free modem with their setup. However, the modem is available only by online purchase. It is available to you for less than $20 a month. How cool is that!




It’s being labeled as the sub-FIOS promotional alternative. This means it will be slower in speed and performance, but not by much. In fact, most customers seem very happy with it so far. Unless work or home requires the performance to be like a rocket ship, I doubt any of you will notice the difference. The upload time is about 384Bkps. The download speeds come in at less than 2.0 Kbps. This information is for all the tech geeks reading this out there.




The Power Plan and Turbo Plan offer considerably higher uploading speeds. Both come in at around 768 Kbps. The only difference between these two is with the downloading speeds.




The Turbo Plan has downloads speeds at 7.0 and the Power Plan has it at 3 Kbps. This again is for all the tech geeks out there. Now, this might not seem as good as what some of the others are offering right now. Compared to what used to be offered though, this will be a gold mine for most of you.




THE FEATURES




The Power Plan and the Turbo offer wifi connections anywhere at no additional charge.This means you get an extensive list of connections from anywhere. You will have to inquire about the starter package. This option might vary.




You get with each package extensive email listings. You get incredible web support 24/7. You have two options with security. You can invest in the security suite for a low monthly charge. You can also invest in high-quality firewall and malware.




It’s up to you which way you go. It’s recommended though that you do the one-time fee for the malware and firewall. This will take away having to do monthly payments.




When it comes to the specifics of every plan and option, you will have lots to choose from. Every level is based on the wants and needs. Just pick out which level of want and need is your own.




THE INSTALLATION PROCESS




There are two options with this one too. You can do it all yourself. It will certainly save time and money. It will save hassle waiting for the tech guy to come out and do it all. If you are skilled enough to follow the instructions and do it all yourself, I say go for it.




The other option is for you to have one of the techies come out and do it. There are some benefits to doing this. One of which is having it installed correctly the first time around. The other one is the potential for coupons.




Look at the different sites online, there are usually some coupons floating around to help out with the installation. You can also give the company a call and ask. Sometimes the discounts are not so readily advertised.




CONCLUSION




When it comes to Verizon DSL packages and promotions and options there is something for everyone. It doesn’t matter if the plan is the starter or the turbo, there will be a perfect fit for you. Call Verizon FIOS for special promotions up and check out the availability of the region and specific plans and packages. Remember, not all areas will have the same options. This is why you have to ask. You should probably also check out our FIOS vs ATT uverse comparison too. 




You can check out the specific sites down below. You can also find the numbers for the company there too. May the DSL force be with you!
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Silvercar Promo Codes and What is Silvercar?
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Silvercar is a modern car rental company, with a high-end luxury fleet of Audi A4’s, Q5 Suvs, Q7 SUVs, and even A5 Cabriolet convertibles.




Every Silvercar comes equipped with GPS, Sirius-XM radio, bluetooth, luxury leather seats and WIFI hotspots. They will even include car seats for your children from Peg Perego.




With Silvercar you get unlimited miles which is a nice add-on considering these are luxury vehicles.




You have to be at least 22 years old to rent a vehicle, which I believe is one year lower than most rental car companies. There are no extra fees to add drivers to your rental.




Payment is due on pick-up of the vehicle, you don’t have to pay in advance. Amex and Chase have coverage built-in to their cards, so when you select personal coverage to be sure to note that you have AMEX or chase. I believe for $20 you can get insurance coverage from AMEX if you contact them. 




What are Silvercar Rewards?




Silvercar has its own rewards program. Basically you get 1 point for each dollar you spend on a car rental. At the time of your rental, Silvercar will tell you how many points you are getting for it. The points do not expire if you are active every five years. One hundred points are equal to $10 of rental payment.




You can now earn 1 point per dollar spent on all rentals. When you make a rental it will say how many points you’ll earn.




You can view your points balance when you login to your account.




Points don’t expire as long as you have any activity every 5 years.




You can use your points for rental credit with 100 points worth $10. You can pay for part or all of a rental with points.




SilverCar Promo Codes for 2020




	Click Here for one day free on rentals 2+ days or more. Use coupon code “1DAYAUDIPB“.
	Click Here for 2 days free on rentals 4 days or more. Use coupon code “2DAYSAUDIPB“
	Click Here to save 20% off any rental using coupon “VISAINF20” Please note: this is intended for Chase Sapphire customers but some users are claiming it works without using the Chase card.





Silvercar offers 26 locations:




Austin (AUS)Austin




Bergstrom International Airport




Boston (BOS)Boston Logan International Airport




Charlotte (CLT)Charlotte-Douglas International Airport




Chicago (ORD)Chicago O’Hare International Airport




Dallas (DAL)Dallas Love FieldDenver (DEN)Denver International Airport




Ft. Lauderdale (FLL)Ft. Lauderdale–Hollywood International Airport




Las Vegas (LAS)Las Vegas, McCarran International Airport




Los Angeles (LAX)Los Angeles International Airport




Miami (MIA)Miami International AirportNewark (EWR)Newark Liberty International Airport




Orange County (SNA)John Wayne Airport




Orlando (MCO)Orlando International Airport




Phoenix (PHX)Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport




Salt Lake City (SLC)Salt Lake City International Airport




San Diego (SAN)San Diego International Airport




San Francisco (SFO)San Francisco International Airport




Seattle (SEA)Seattle-Tacoma International Airport




Tampa (TPA)Tampa International Airport




Washington Dulles (IAD)Dulles International Airport
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Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS
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When it comes to the competition like Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FiOS for home entertainment and internet connectivity services, 2 leaders in the industry seem to stand out above the rest. Comcast Xfinity and Verizon FiOS each offer a bundle of exceptional services available for one set price to keep any home alive with the latest in broadcast entertainment and superfast internet connectivity including convenient landline phone service.




These 2 services continue to grow in popularity while in a tight race to be on top in their industry, offering lightning-fast internet speed, and a large variety of popular channels available at the lowest possible prices. With each making the claim of being the best Verizon FIOS promo available, we will do a comparison to examine which features will reveal if one service has an edge over the other.




Having enjoyed countless hours using both Comcast Xfinity and Verizon FiOS, I experienced the good and “not so good” of both services. My experience brought me to my ultimate conclusion. While I found both services to be among the best in entertainment and convenience, there are differences you may want to consider before signing up for either.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FiOS – Web and TV Comparison





If you consider the internet your “cream of the crop” in entertainment services then you should go with Verizon FiOS for its faster internet connectivity. For those who are big online gamers, YouTube, and Netflix addicts or work a job online from home, Verizon FiOS will not disappoint you with its lightning-fast internet speed.




Those who love the “on-demand” trend of watching television online will find FiOS to be exceptional service. Maybe you are not a big fan of the internet form of entertainment, but more enjoy the old fashioned television and movie experience kicked back in a recliner with your feet up and the remote in one hand and your favorite drink in the other. If you even halfway match this scenario, then you will very likely enjoy being a Comcast Xfinity user more than FiOS.




For those who are not a big computer user and find they spend less than 2 hours a day online then I would highly recommend going with Comcast. If you consider yourself a TV-watching couch potato, yet are one of those people who still like to experience the technology during your daily TV escapade, then you will love Comcast Xfinity with its X1 control box delivering a high-tech interactive viewing experience.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS – Broadcast Quality





While Verizon FiOS does have a newer version of their television box with better technology available, It still has some catching up to do with the advancements offered by Comcast. The Comcast Xfinity X1 television box has more of the in-demand features and conveniences that big TV watchers love. Many users still enjoy the idea of relaxing in front of the big screen with a remote capable of bringing all the entertainment they want with the push of a button. Comcast’s X1 box is a winner in popularity among big TV watchers.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS – Technology





Verizon FiOS has superior technology mainly geared toward its internet speed and reliability. With speeds of 500 Mbps, the speed of Verizon FiOS is unmatched in today’s internet technology market for consumers. The advantage of it’s faster speed is achieved mainly due to the use of fiber optic networking. Statistics show the speed can even go beyond 500mbps for some customers.




Streaming video and online gaming are taken to a whole new level with FiOS. Even Verizon’s 150mbps plan has claims of being faster than Comcast Xfinity’s internet speed. With Verizon FiOS, upload speeds have been reported to be approximately 30 times faster than Comcast.




Undoubtedly, if you are a big user of the web and one of the people lucky enough to live in an area where Verizon FiOS is currently available, then this one is a winner for you. Comcast Xfinity cannot really compare to FiOS when it comes to internet speed. However, with signals sent using coaxial cable networking, it can be considered as good as any other current high-speed internet cable provider.




Having speeds up to 150 Mbps, Comcast is still a big player for many users in today’s high-speed internet market. The ratings for Comcast show the speed is typically at or just below 150 Mbps for the majority of users. For all but the most extreme web users, Comcast Xfinity will deliver satisfactory results for most common web applications.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS – Coverage & Availability





With Verizon FiOS being superior for gamers and streaming television lovers alike, the downside is the limited availability. The very thing that makes FiOS supreme with speed also is the bit of technology that makes it less available at this time. The fiber optic technology is far faster and superior to standard copper networking cable. Unfortunately, for that reason, fiber optic networking cable is much lower in availability nationwide. The good news is that popularity is growing as the demand for faster technology increases, causing it to be installed in more regions of the country. Technology experts predict the tremendous growth of networks using fiber optic cable over the next decade.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS – Cost Comparison





For many families of today, the cost is a large factor in deciding which service plan is best for their household. Verizon FiOS is a little more expensive mainly due to the impressive internet speed available. While Comcast Xfinity can be somewhat less expensive, there are variations of bundle packages available from both companies close to the same price. Therefore the cost can vary and you may find a plan that matches what you need which is very close to the same amount with either service. You can check out Verizon FIOS promo codes for the latest deals and coupons.




Comcast Xfinity vs Verizon FIOS – Our Conclusion





After considering the features, technology, and benefits of each service, I believe Verizon FiOS is the better service. One leading reason is superior internet speed. Today, many more forms of entertainment are now being streamed online than ever before. This is a trend that will likely increase even more in the near future. Therefore having a far superior internet speed with Verizon FiOS will have you ready for what comes in the way of online entertainment and web service both now and into the future.




In our world of today, technology vastly changes how we live. Everything including the way we communicate, share information and enjoy entertainment is affected. Having the best internet speed and reliability is more than just a popular trend, it is the wave of the future.
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Verizon FIOS vs Optimum Cable – best provider for 2020




Verizon FIOS versus Cablevision (Optimum) is an important question to answer before locking into a broadband or cable contract. FIOS continues to outperform Cablevision in our most important metrics: speed and reliability. The main difference between Cablevision and FIOS continues to be Cablevision’s reliance on coax cable and FIOS utilizing fiber optic cable directly to the home.
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Verizon FIOS vs Optimum (Cablevision) – WHICH CHOICE IS GOING TO BE RIGHT FOR YOU




If you are thinking about choosing between these two providers, this article is going to be perfect for you. Now both providers are really good. It all just depends on what your needs are.




Before I go on, allow me to illustrate one major point. You will need to check out which of these packages are available in your area. The best thing to do is to call each of these providers first. If a phone is not available, then go online. Type in your zip code. This will give you some idea as to what your options are right now.




Have you made the call yet?




Okay, now let’s get to the reason why we are all here….. Verizon FIOS vs Cablevision!




WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VERIZON FIOS AND CABLEVISION: PART ONE




The biggest difference between the two is the technology behind each one. Let’s begin this content by discussing the various categories.




TECHNOLOGY




Fios uses fiber-optic technology. This is delivered directly right to your home. It’s a more efficient way of doing things when it comes to streaming and picture quality. The picture will come in more of high-definition quality. This is good for those who have flat screens and HDTV screens.




Cablevision uses a bit of old school technology. It still has the cable technology, but it’s more related to how things were a few years back. It loses efficiency when it comes to streaming. You also won’t get the high-definition quality that you get from the other. If this is okay with you, then you might just like this option.




Verizon Fios vs Optimum – PRICE POINT DIFFERENCES: PART ONE




Another difference lies in the fibers themselves. When you use the fiber-optics, you have to lay each one down. This tends to be a very pricey way of doing things. It’s also a time-consuming way of doing things. Fios customers tend to pay about $10 more each month for their services. The company feels the price makes up for the time it takes to lay everything down.




Is this the right way to go? This again is up to you to decide. The provider feels the price makes up for the great technology you will be getting from this.




Cablevision is good, but it’s slower for example than a service like Verizon FIOS. It’s more of an outdated way of doing things. This is not to say it’s bad. The only thing I will say that it’s more prone to having issues.  This might also cause difficulties if you are running an internet connection. The connections might not be that great.




With the Verizon Fios one, you will never have this issue. But again, it comes at the expensive price packaging.




Verizon Fios vs Optimum – PRICE POINT SHOPPERS: PART TWO




Each provider has its way of handling the packaging. You might score well during the holiday seasons. The holidays are great for entertaining. Call them up right now. The holidays are fast approaching. Both Fios and Cablevision have deals going that are not going to be advertised.




Now some of the Verizon FIOS deals might come with extras. It’s up to you which extras are important to you. Special channels are part of the extras. Now if you like just the basics and can get by with those channels, the Cablevision might be good for you. The choice is yours.




If you can’t get by without all the channels, you might have to pay extra. The only thing you have to keep in mind with this is the price increase. Will your price increase after the holiday season? Find out from both Fios and Cablevision where they stand on this one. Providers will not always advertise this stuff.




Verizon Fios vs Optimum – BROADBAND AND TV WATCHING




I know I covered this briefly above, but I’m going to get more in-depth with it here. Fios will give you a better picture. No one can dispute this. Cablevision will give you more channels though. This is going to be perfect for those who love their t.v. The best advice I can give here is to call both companies. Find out where they both stand on this one.




DVRs generally will cost a bit extra. Who charges more? That all depends. Sometimes Fios will charge you more for your DVR. Sometimes it’s Cablevision that will gauge you on the price.




It’s worth noting here, Fios will allow you to stream 4k reliably. If streaming is your thing, you will want to consider this. Look at all your options with this one. Do not just sign on the dotted line because the price looks good. There is more to it than the price or installation fees.




Verizon Fios vs Optimum – SUMMING IT ALL UP




Each provider has its pros and cons when comparing Verizon FIOS vs Optimum. It all depends on what you are after. Do yourself a favor and call them up. It’s best to make a call before and after your search, even before/after this article. Follow the links below to check out their sites. Bring your checklist. As each question gets answered, make a mental check on each focal point.




After each call, you should have a good idea of which direction to take. Good luck!
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New Huel Discount Code for 2021
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Huel Ready-to-drink Vanilla in Flavors Starting from $44.55




Huel Gluten-Free Drinks from $66.60




Receive 10% OFF with a Military discount from Huel




Receive Free Shipping On All Orders Over $25 at Huel




More About Huel and Huel Discount Codes




Huel is a nutrient powdered food and also the title of the company distributing this item. The foundation product, Huel Powder, is meant to supply each the body’s nutrient requirements if changing to a diet entirely depending on the item. Revenues of the firm Huel in 2017 were 14 million, also Huel is among those fastest-growing businesses in the united kingdom. Products from HuelOriginally, Huel was sold in its initial powdered kind, but the product range has expanded over the years to add strong foods and other versions.




Huel Powder — The very first Huel merchandise to be published, has gone through many iterations because of 2015. Huel Ready-To-Drink — Launched in 2018, Huel RTD is offered in packs of 12 bottles, either in the majority or as a subscription. Huel Granola — Launched in 2018, Huel Granola consists mainly of rolled oats. All these have no nutritional value and are intended to match Huel Powder combinations.




This implies every Huel meal includes a balance of 27 essential minerals and vitamins, protein, essential fats, carbohydrates, fiber and phytonutrients in one item.It had been launched by Julian Hearn at June 2015 using a mission.To create nutritionally complete, easy, cheap meals, with minimal effect on animals and the environment. Huel consists of plant-based sustainable ingredients such as oats, pea, rice, flaxseed, coconut, and citrus, and it’s offered in a range of 3 goods: Powder (our favorite ), Ready-to-drink, along with Bars.




Want a few busy, functioning, and confirmed Huel Coupons & Promo Codes and only landed on this site, welcome here, with our massive coupon database you’re certain to grab a few of the very useful and most dependable advertising deals coupons, discount codes to store more bucks on the next purchase.




Other sites to find Huel Discounts, Promo Codes, and Coupons




Coupon Discount codes and Huel Discount Code may also be located on favorite social sites like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Reddit, Pinterest, Youtube, etc., where clients and Merchants frequently share working codes/deals. Where to get into Huel Coupons & Promo Codes easy answer is that you can discover a box in checkout time to input code. Please see again since we’re consistently updating this Huel Coupons & Promo Codes database to serve you in the best.
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ATT Uverse VS Comcast Xfinity – A Fair comparison
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This has been an on-going debate for years now ATT Uverse VS Comcast Xfinity. Which one is the better one to use? Some say AT&T U-verse. Some say it’s Comcast Xfinity. We also have Verizon FIOS, but we’ll save that for another post. This debate happens a lot in areas that offer both.




The funny thing is, you will never hear from someone that both are highly recommended, it just depends on your needs. You will always get one pitted against the other. Well, I am here today to put an end to this debate.




I am here to say what neither side is willing to say. I am here to speak about both rationally and logically. Then, it’s up to you guys to make the choice for yourselves.




ATT Uverse Vs Comcast – IT’S THE PRICE PEOPLE!




These are the people who are more concerned with price than anything else. These are the people I like to call “price shoppers.” The name is not so cute, but it makes my point.




When it comes to the introduction period, ATT Uverse VS Comcast Xfinity, a lot of it comes down to price, U-verse is going to offer better bundle packages and deals. This is going to sound really good to many of you right away. Be careful. U-verse is only going to do this in the beginning. Once you are on board with them, they will jack up the prices to meet what Comcast is offering.




Your best bet is to go over all the pricing beforehand with the company rep. Ask him or her how the prices change after a certain period of time. FYI: Companies will rarely offer up this information to the clients. You have to be the one to ask. Will they be honest? It all depends on who you speak with. Your best bet is to speak to a manager about the pricing stuff.




ATT Uverse Vs Comcast – THOSE WHO BINGE WATCH T.V.




There isn’t really that much difference. I guess it all comes down to what you like to watch. If you are like me and like the Hallmark Channel, you will be better off going with Comcast. U-verse does not offer it at all.




If you want more variety, U-verse does offer more HD value and options with On-Demand. The only thing is you will have to give up other channels, so you can get the exclusive ones. This is all a matter of preference, so look into what you prefer.




Your best bet is to go on both the Comcast and U-verse sites. Type in your zip code. The system will bounce back all the channels being offered on both Comcast and AT&T. This will help make it easier for you.




ATT Uverse Vs Comcast – THE INTERNET




Internet usage is the other big thing to consider. Many of us live online. Some only spend a few hours each day surfing the web or binge-watching Netflix/Youtube, then they are done. Others tend to spend 90% of their day doing exactly the same thing. It all comes down to your likes and dislikes. It all comes down to your lifestyle choices.




This is why bandwidth and data caps need to be considered. Right now both companies are promoting the unenforced thing. This could change. Speak to company rep to find out what their policies are on the data caps and bandwidth.




This will help to make your decision easier. You also should find out the pricing involved with these two things, and if the pricing will go up at a certain point. As I have explained before, companies will not tell you this. You have to be the one to bring it up.




Comcast and U-verse are good with internet usage, but it’s good to get the whole story from them. Do this before you sign on.




ATT Uverse Vs Comcast – SOME ENDING THOUGHTS ON THIS DEBATE




We’ve said a lot for ATT Uverse VS Comcast Xfinity Look up your area and map online. Look at the availability each one brings. Just because Comcast offers a good deal on the surface, does not mean you won’t find something better with U-verse.




Both companies have their pros and cons. It’s up to you to decide which one will fit your needs the best. Make a checklist. Go over everything. Ask questions. Some of the maps will show where your coverage begins and ends. Due to wiring issues, you might need to give the company a heads up.




ONE QUICK WORD OF CAUTION




No matter which company you go with, you will pay an extra 10 bucks for installing HD TV service. If you watch mostly on-demand movies, U-verse is going to be the better choice at a very low price. U-verse will also be better when it comes to other pricing requirements and quality customer service.




Don’t just go by what I have said. Take it upon yourself to do the research. Look at your needs. Based on this, I am sure you will make the right choice.
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A comprehensive comparison of Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-Verse
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AT&T U-Verse vs Verizon FIOS






When it comes to the internet and t.v. a usage, both Verizon FIOS promotional codes AND ATT U-Verse are considered by many to be the next generation. They are both considered by many to be two of the best providers on the market. We will now review Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse.




Many of you might note many similarities between the two and wonder what the big deal is. Well, there is a big deal. Both are using different tactics to get clients to switch from cable to satellite. The big deal lies in which the provider is going to bring them and their family the best package.




This is why we are here today. We are here to explore the different tactics both use. After we explore these tactics, it’s up to you to pick the best package and provider for you and your needs.




Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse – THE TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON




Verizon uses FTTP connections, it’s all laid down by fiber-optics. This takes time and money. The more you lay down, the more you payout. It also wastes lots of unneeded time and energy.




ATT U-Verse uses copper instead. This means less time to set up. It also means less money that you have to pay out to the company.




When it comes to upgrading from FTTN to FTTP, the upgrade is made much easier. The money that is not used gets reinvested. You can then use this for any future upgrades you might have. Verizon will not offer customers this. You should consider this in Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse battle.




 Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse – PRICING




When comparing Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse, Verizon is one of the more expensive providers you will find. They have built their reputation on reliability, technology, and the needs of the consumer. Do not expect them to offer some sort of deal for you. They do not deal with discounts. They do not deal with incentives. Verizon figures that if you want what they have to offer, you will pay for it. They have really built their brand up. They come from the mindset of “you get what you pay for with us.”




ATT U-Verse works a bit differently. U-Verse understands the changes in trends. They understand that most everyone works on a budget these days. U-Verse gets that some can’t afford the higher-end deals. They work with their clients. In fact, many times they will offer their clients special deals if they sign on.




Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse – THE AVAILABILITY




FTTP connections take time, as we mentioned above. This makes for lots of slow and/or downtime. This means you can expect the availability to not always be what you want it to be.




On the other hand, this only serves to help out U-Verse. We are not saying that you won’t have slow times with U-Verse, but the slow times will not be as bad. In fact, U-Verse has gained a small reputation for really helping customers out in this area.




Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse – CUSTOMER SERVICE EXPERIENCE




This is the bread and butter of any business, especially when you think Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse. It’s not different for FIOS or U-Verse. In this category alone, both have exceeded expectations with the public. Verizon might have a few downsides, but they more than makeup for it with customer service.




When these two giants came on the market, the bar was raised in a very big way. The other providers didn’t really have anything to worry about until this happened. In fact, all the increases in competition from other providers came courtesy of these two companies. This is a big win for these two.




Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse – LET’S SUM IT ALL UP




As you can see both sides have their good points and bad points. If you are interested in just the pricing alone, U-Verse might be your more tangible resource. They might not include all the channels that you enjoy, but the prices will more than make up for it. You have to make the choice that is best for you on this one. More channels or a lower price. You might get lucky with both, but only if you ask.




There are lots of areas where U-Verse wins out. If you really want to get the bigger picture, call up Verizon. The above sections only give a small view of what each can offer. Call each one up and talk to someone. Find out specifically what both Verizon and U-verse can offer you.




Only based on these phone calls and solid, detailed information can you make a solid conclusion on which one is the better choice. Use some of the links down below to help guide you. Good luck with your choice. We know you are going to make the best one for you and your family. We hope this makes it easier to decide between Verizon FIOS vs ATT U-verse.
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Here are the Newest Verizon FIOS Promotion Codes and Deals
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Verizon FIOS Triple Play Promotion Codes




The FIOS Triple Play local deal offers select HDTV channels, 25/25 Mbps Internet, and landline phone. The cost is $79.99 per month (plus taxes, equipment, and other charges) and requires a 2-year contract. Also, you have the option of adding premium channels at 50 percent off for two years. Also, this deal gives you a $300 Visa prepaid gift card.




If Verizon FIOS is unavailable where you live, there is a FIOS Triple Play option that gives you 25/25 Mbps high-speed Internet, DirecTV, and phone for $89.99 per month plus other fees. That Verizon package requires a 2-year agreement, gives you access to 50 percent off premium channels for two years, and a $300 Visa prepaid card.




If Verizon FIOS is unavailable where you live, there is a FIOS Triple Play option that gives you 25/25 Mbps high-speed Internet, DirecTV, and phone for $89.99 per month plus other fees. That Verizon package requires a 2-year agreement, gives you access to 50 percent off premium channels for two years, and a $300 Visa prepaid card.




FIOS Double Play




The FIOS Double Play local package costs $59.99 per month and does not require an annual contract. The package includes FIOS TV local, 50/50 Mbps Internet, and HBO for two years. For those without FIOS availability in their area, for $64.99 per month, you receive select HDTV from DirecTV and 25/25 Mbps.




The FIOS Double Play local package costs $59.99 per month and does not require an annual contract. The package includes FIOS TV local, 50/50 Mbps Internet, and HBO for two years. For those without FIOS availability in their area, for $64.99 per month, you receive select HDTV from DirecTV and 25/25 Mbps.




Additional Savings




In addition to the $300 prepaid gift card provided with FIOS Triple Play and FIOS Triple Play Spanish, there are no activation fees which saves $49.99, the ability to cancel anytime within 30 days of installation without early termination fees and you can request a certificate for a free Ellipsis 7 4G tablet or $200 off any Tablet with a 2-year data plan.




With Verizon FIOS promotion codes, you get the best options through their plan bundles. Whether you are searching for a reliable television, Internet, and phone company for residential use or secure phone and the Internet to operate your business, Verizon FIOS has an affordable plan that fits your specific requirements.




Verizon offers many different bundles that include FIOS Internet service. In this article, we will list a few of their best deals. It can be hard to understand all the different prices and values for the bundles simply because of how many of them there are. Many of them are similar, differing from others in only one area. However, if you know what you are looking for, then some of the bundles stand out as the best deals. Read on to learn more about what to look for in a FIOS bundle and which one is best for you.




10 Tips to Save on Verizon FIOS




1. Bundle Your Services




This will sound like a no-brainer, but bundling your services equals big savings. Often the price of the two services together is the same as one service by itself. Inquire about the triple package as well. Sometimes the price of home phone service is lower than the internet and television by themselves. You should always look for Verizon FIOS coupons with bundle discounts on the Verizon website.




2. Take Advantage of Initial Price Offers




You should always receive a discounted price for being a new customer. Verizon almost always has a lower monthly rate for signing up for a new bundle. This is usually the case even if you already have one service and are adding another. Check the Verizon website and place a call to a salesperson to see who has the best deals. If you sign up online, there may be a Verizon FIOS promo code with additional offers. Some of these initial price offers are better than deals you might get with Verizon FIOS promotion codes.




3. Take Advantage of Gift Card Offers




You should look for this deal especially around holidays. In addition to initial monthly price discounts, Verizon periodically offers a Visa gift card as a reward for signing up for a new service. Look for a Verizon FIOS promo code on the website, and if you time your bundle correctly, you could be the recipient of a gift card between $50 and $200. This may require you to pay your bill on time for three months to receive the gift card.




4. Watch the Add-Ons




Often the bundles will come with add-ons that are free at first and increase in price later. You will see Verizon FIOS coupons for these add-ons on the website. This is normally the case with premium channels such as HBO or STARZ. Either ask to remove these at the beginning or set your calendar to remove them before they start costing you. Also, Verizon will offer to rent you a modem, but you can purchase a modem for as little as $50. You will make a profit versus renting after one year. Verizon FIOS promotion codes may not be applicable for addons.




5. Pick the Right TV Package




There are several tiers of television channels with Verizon Fios. You will want to make sure that you do not pay for a package with channels you do not watch. Often the difference between the packages is only a few channels. Even the lower packages have most of the mainstream channels. You may have to go up a level to get the best bundle package, but don’t pay for a level higher than you need.




6. Pick the Right Internet Package




Many people believe that the higher the internet speed, the better. It is easy to get lost in a world of MBPS. You should research the necessary speed for what you use the internet. If you are not doing a lot of streaming, you should not need the highest speed package. You may be able to save by downgrading a speed tier or two.




7. Request Free Activation




An activation fee is typically automatically added to your first bill, but often there is a Verizon FIOS promotion code for free activation on the website. If you cannot find one, you should call and ask for free activation.




8. Install the Equipment Yourself




Occasionally there will be a Verizon FIOS promo code for a free professional installation. Often, however, there will be an extra charge for a technician to come to your home and install the equipment. Installing the kit is fairly simple, and the equipment comes with detailed instructions. If you need help, there is an 800 number to call for assistance.




9. Ask for a Price Discount Renewal




You can’t use Verizon FIOS promotion codes for a renewal. Typically, after one or two years the initial price reduction will expire and your bill will increase significantly. Usually, you can call in and request a new bundle at the current new customer discount. This may require you to agree to a new one or two-year contract, but it will keep your monthly bill low. If they state that they cannot give you another monthly discount you should ask to speak to their cancellation department. They usually can re-bundle your services as a new discounted rate.




10. Ask for a Credit when Service Goes Down It is inevitable that there will be service outages. This could be due to weather, a malfunction in the lines, or malfunction in the equipment. No matter the reason, these are days that you paid for a service that was unavailable to you. You should call and ask for a bill credit for those days. It may not amount to a large amount, but why should you pay for something you didn’t receive?   We are so confident our deals best, please feel free to check our competitors:
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Making money online as a teenager is challenging, but with hard work, a plan, dedication, and consistency, it is achievable! The chances are that your teenage years will be full of distractions, you have middle school and high school, a lot of the good and fun, but with that being said, you can definitely get a head start and make some cold hard cash in your spare time. Also, keep in mind this gives you an early education in personal finance, managing your money, and working with other people and customers.

In reality, getting started in business as a teenager, making money online will give you a head start building a passive or active revenue stream. It’s 2020, and you do not need to wait for permission or a college degree to get started. The money you earn can be used for college, future savings, and any successful business can go on your resume. Starting a business that earns some money will give you experience and an advantage in a competitive job environment.

Earning money as a teenager will give you invaluable life experience about running a business, not when you are an adult, but now! There are many ways to consider earning money now in a new business, like a part-time opportunity that still gives you great job experience while earning some extra bucks.

So do we mean getting a part-time job at the neighborhood ice cream shop or the local grocery store? Not exactly, though those options to earn money as a teenager are very good for some kids. But there are many other ways to earn money that involve doing it your way, on your terms, even as a teenager without being full-time. If you are too busy during the school year, you can always use these ideas as a summer job.

Below are some ideas for teenagers that involve a wide variety of business options. The ideas are based on what some successful teens are already doing, and the options include everything from the detail-oriented, hands-on teen to the tech-loving teen and even the philanthropic type.

In no particular order, here are 50 legit ways in 2020 to make money as a teenager:

How to Make Money Online by Renting Video Games

One thing all teenagers have in common is their love of video games. With the unfortunate events of 2020 and virtually everyone worldwide spending more time at home, more and more people across all age groups have played video games. Not to mention, many teenagers might be tired of playing with what they already own. And adding insult to injury is that video games are quite expensive, and store inventories might fall below the current circumstances.

Renting your video games is a great business idea as there currently is a big opportunity for the peer-to-peer video game rental market. Start a group on the social media platform of your choosing, set up payment options, and get some flat rate envelopes from the post office, and you are on your way!

How to Make Money with Grocery Delivery

Again, with the disconcerting pandemic events this year, grocery delivery services are in extremely high demand. You can absolutely do this on your own schedule, part-time. There are national services like Instacart, as well as local services offered by neighborhood stores. There may be age requirements, depending on the delivery service, and you must have access to your own car, but this grocery delivery is a great way to make money as a teenager. Looking to start something more on your own? Then advertise personal grocery shopping and/or delivery options for folks in your community.

How to Make Money with Babysitting

An oldie but a goodie, especially during the summer months! In most areas in the U.S., babysitters can earn between $15 and $20 per hour. Teenagers who have their babysitting and CPR certifications can expect to be paid on the higher end. Still, even teens who babysit without certifications are often in high demand. Ask your parents to advertise your services on FB with their friends or local community pages, and you can put up flyers in places where parents shop. Depending on your age and credentials, you can join sites like Care.com and Sittercity, which require several background checks, but they do the advertising for you. Babysitting is one of our top ways to earn money as a teen.

How to Make Money by Proving Tech Support

Offer tech support and/or lessons to seniors in your community. You’ve probably already done a fair amount of this for family, like your parents and grandparents. The older generations often need help with their computer hardware and software, cell phones, iPads, and other devices. Teaching older people who did not have the advantage of growing up with modern technology is a great way to make money. You can drop off flyers to senior apartment buildings, senior centers, or ask your grandparents if they have any friends who need help. You can set up weekly “lessons” for an hourly rate or charge for as-needed help desk visits.

Make Money as a Golf Caddy

If you love golfing and exercise, you should definitely try your hand at being a golf caddy. Aside from walking beautiful golf courses, you can get paid hourly. Caddy’s typically get tipped at the end of the game. You can search for work online, or you can stop by the local public and private courses and apply there. It’s perfect money if you can build up a clientele.

Make Money Starting Your Own Youtube Channel

There are so many teenage YouTubers making great money; it’s hard to keep track. In fact, a lot of them are making a thousand per month! The typical YouTube channel makes about $1 to $20 for every thousand views. Best of all, if you make evergreen videos (videos that do not get stale and are always applicable and timeless. Think gardening, beauty tips, gaming advice, and more). The upside is limitless, allowing you to make a lot of money.

There are a ton of teenage YouTubers making thousands of dollars per month from Youtube ad revenue. The average Youtube channel makes anywhere from $1-$20 per thousand views, so the earnings can really stack up.

You can be as you as young as 13 and start earning income as a YouTuber.

How to Make Money Tutoring or Giving Lessons

Is there one subject you are really good at, or do you just enjoy working with young kids? Set up an online (via Zoom or FaceTime) or in-person tutoring business! During the school year, help kids in subjects like math, science, and English. If you are a great writer, help kids with their papers and projects. If you are a theater or music lover, offer music lessons or acting coaching. During the summer, you can help with summer reading and math packets. If you aren’t sure how to get started, there are websites like TakeLessons, where you can advertise your “expertise” after passing some background checks and evaluations.

Whether you go out on your own or use a service like TakeLessons, tutoring is a great way to make money as a teenager.

How to Make Money as a Teenager by Doing Cleanouts

Most people have garages, basements, attics, and/or multiple closets that need to be cleaned out. Offer a service to help folks not only clean out but also haul away their junk. Because one person’s trash is another person’s treasure, many items can be dropped off at local charity shops, which many clients will appreciate. Anything that cannot be donated can be discarded at your local municipal dump, and most municipalities charge reduced fees to residents. Dump fees can be included in your overall service charge. Helping folks declutter is a win-win for everyone!

Make Extra Dough Working at Your Local Movie Theater

There are plenty of ways for teens to make money working at a movie theater. Teens can work at the concessions, being an usher, or even tearing tickets. Moreover, you might get fringe benefits such as seeing movies for free or snacks and drinks from the concession stand. Your mileage may vary on benefits, so it probably good to talk to the manager or any of the teens working there.

Make Money by Doing TaskRabbit Errands and Tasks

Make money doing tasks with TaskRabbit! Be prepared to help people with literally any task they need help with, like cleaning, moving, lawn care, light home repairs, assembling furniture, mounting TVs, etc. The work can be hard, but the pay can be great! While helping with tasks is a totally legit way to make money, one drawback is that laborers must be at least 18 years old.

Make Money with your Friends and Family by using Boostapal

Get your friends and family to use Boostapal – Boostapal understands that teens’ jobs are few and far between, so they provide another way for teens to earn money. Teens become ambassadors and get their family and friends to become “Boosters” and make all online purchases through Boostapal shops. Teens earn a specific dollar amount on all qualifying purchases from over 1,500 stores. Stores include popular favorites like Target, Walmart, Macy’s, and more. It’s that easy!

Make Money by Offering Pet Sitting Services

Pet Sitting – Do you have a way with the 4-legged, fury kinds? A pet sitting or dog walking business would be a legit way to earn money if you are a teen. Teens can offer dog walking and/or pet sitting services to busy individuals and earn a handsome fee for doing so. According to Angie’s List, dog owners can expect to pay $15 – $20 per walk that lasts 20 minutes long. Pet sitting services are charged per day and can be as much as $40 per day, and $75 if overnight help is needed. Start getting clients by advertising at local pet stores, online, and introducing yourself to area veterinarians. Some pet sitting sites can help match sitters with pet owners, but they require the teen to be at least 18 years old.

Make Money Playing Video Games

Play Video Games for cash – You read that right! Get paid to play video games. And we aren’t talking about winning a major Esport title. The voyeur industry is on fire (think YouTube, TikTok, Instagram Live), and there are tons of people out there who love to watch other people play video games. If you are particularly good at a game, or even particularly bad, consider Twitch. The platform allows you to charge subscribers to watch your channel where subscribers watch you play via live stream or an uploaded recording.

Make Money Online by Teaching People How to Play Video Games

Teach Video Games – Love playing but don’t want to put yourself out there for others to watch? Then consider teaching other young kids and teens how to play video games. Gamer Sensei lets e-sport “pros” to provide coaching or lessons. You can apply to be a Sensei, and once approved, you can set your own dates and times. This is a great way for teens to earn legit money.

Make Money by being a Social Media Influencer

Social Media Influencer – This might be easier said than done, but one-way teens can still earn money. If you love putting yourself out there and don’t mind some unfriendly comments, then becoming a social media influencer is for you! Become an influencer by sharing your experiences, travels, opinions, and general thoughts. Platforms include Instagram, Tik Tok, and even YouTube. Becoming a social media influencer requires a great deal of media management as well as creativity. Influencers make money via advertising and also sponsored posts.

Make Cash Selling on Poshmark

Sell Items on Poshmark – Most teens have a few big-ticket presents in their closet from high-brow brands. Even certain sneakers are now considered big-ticket items. Teens can sell not only their own unused or gently used items on Poshmark but can also offer to sell items for their family and friends and then charge a commission per sale.

Make Additional Income by Renting Out your Car!

Rent out your Car – Are you one of the lucky teens who has his own car? If you and your parents agree, then you can use apps like Turo or Sixt to advertise your car as a private car rental. The make and model of your car will determine the rate you can receive. Turo provides an estimate for the rate you can expect to receive per rental, as well as an estimate for your annual potential earnings.

Make Great Money Delivering Dinner

Dinner Delivery – Old enough to drive and looking for a legit way to make money? Then consider on-demand meal delivery services like Uber Eats, DoorDash, etc. You set your own hours and can decide which days you want to work. With the current limitations with indoor dining, on-demand food delivery services are in high demand. And if you don’t have an interest in working for a formal delivery service like Uber Eats or DoorDash, many local restaurants are improvising and offering delivery, so food delivery jobs are fairly easy to come by.

Earn Money by Scanning your Groceries

Scan your Groceries – National Consumer Panel states that it is a great way to earn “points for gift cards, merchandise, and more” just by scanning food items you are buying anyway. The service provides desired feedback to the grocery industry regarding what products are being bought, the frequency, and the location. Participants use a barcode reader to scan all purchased food items like groceries and even take out and market items.

As a teen, it shouldn’t take you long to scan the items and earn rewards, and it doesn’t cost you anything but time. And you can expect to earn more if you include family and neighbors’ groceries and food products.

Make Money by doing Transcription Work

Transcription Work – If you have good typing skills and a good ear, you can transcribe audio files. Sites like TranscribeMe have a growing network of people who work from home transcribing various audio files. And TranscribeMe claims to pay the highest rates in the industry with no shortage of work.

Side Hustle Some Extra Clothes Ironing Cash

Ironing – While you might not know what ironing actually is, it remains a necessary evil in most households. As families become increasingly busy, many chores keep getting pushed to the bottom of the to-do list, and this is where a motivated teen comes in to help! Help with some day-to-day mundane but important chores like laundry and ironing. You can charge per the load plus per piece of clothing that needs to be ironed.

Start by offering the service to your friends’ parents and neighbors, or advertise on community FB pages. Word of mouth will spread quickly, and we are sure you will be pressed for your help!

Make Some Extra Cash by Taking Surveys

Take Surveys – Qmee pays you for your opinions. Install the Qmee app on your browser and mobile phones and then take surveys and/or watch advertisements and earn money. It is as easy as it sounds and is honestly a legit way for teens to earn money.

Earn Cash by Teaching Conversational English

Teach Conversational English – You don’t need to be a grammarian to help non-native English speakers learn conversational English. You can become a personal English coach on sites like Samespeak and help others around the world. All lessons are virtual via video calls, and Samespeak provides lesson plans and a course syllabus. Rates are about $10 per 30-minute lesson, so it is a great way for a teen to earn extra money.

Get Tan and Earn Money as a Teenage Lifeguard

Lifeguarding – If you love to swim and be out in the sun, consider becoming a lifeguard. Check the Red Cross for lifeguard certification courses near you. Community pools, swim clubs, country clubs, and even some YMCAs are always in need of junior lifeguards, especially during the summer when demand is high and pool hours are long.

Make Extra Bucks doing Landscaping.

Landscaping – Another chore that busy adults hate to spend their spare time doing is mowing their lawn, raking, planting, pruning, and weeding. Virtually any type of yard work could be potential income for you.

You can start a mini landscaping business and offer a small number of specific services. Get a couple of friends to help, and you can share the work and finish a house in no time. Hand out flyers in your neighborhood, advertising on local FB groups, and post flyers around your community.

Make Money as a Teen Online by Crowdworking

Become a Crowdworker – Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (known as MTurk) is a marketplace where businesses can hire remote workers to do tasks that cannot be done by computers. There are thousands of tasks posted, like tagging items in an image, identifying objects seen in satellite images, and identifying duplicate listings in catalogs, content writing, and more.

The best part of MTurk is teens only have to be 14 years old to join! You decide which tasks you want to apply for, and you decide when and how often to apply. MTurk is not only a legit way to earn money, but also an easy one, too!

Make Money Taking Customer Service Calls

Listen to Customer Service Calls – When your parents make any customer service calls, the calls always start with the disclaimer that “calls may be recorded for quality assurance and training purposes.” So who actually listens to those calls? Well, you can! Humanatic provides a service of reviewing calls and customer feedback for various companies, and the only thing you need to join Humanatic is a valid PayPal account. It is a super-easy way to earn extra money while working from home and on your own schedule, even as a teen.

Make Money Online Selling Virtual Products

Sell Virtual Items – Ever need to buy an extra life or a specific tool while playing a video game? Selling items for these in-game purchases is a way to make legit money. Second Life is a virtual marketplace that allows you to sell digital items and get paid. Here is a quick start guide for Second Life.

Make Cash Reselling Sneakers

Reselling Sneakers – Sneakers are a hot commodity. New sneaker styles are released and often sell out in minutes. And many vintage styles are also in high demand, and pairs in good condition can be sold for a nice profit. There are tons of sneaker communities that provide information on upcoming releases and resale ideas. Top resellers can make 5 figures a month, and there is still plenty of room for other teenagers to make legit money still.

Make Cash and Have Fun Being a Camp Counselor

Be a Camp Counselor – Most communities have tons of summer camps that always need seasonal employment. Or maybe you went to a day or overnight camp and have aged out and are ready to be a CIT (counselor in training) or a full counselor. Camps love to hire teenagers because they often work great with kids, and many have been to camp and know what it is like. Check out local job boards or a website like CCUSA for available camp counselor jobs. Working at a summer camp is not only a legit way to make money, but it is also a lot of fun.

Stack some Cash Selling Old Electronics on eBay or Etsy

Sell Old Electronics on eBay or Etsy – Did we already mention that one man’s trash is another man’s treasure? Maybe you have an older iPhone or iPad lying around, a box of DVDs in the attic, or a handheld game system you no longer use — these older electronics are definitely worth something! Use sites like eBay, Mercari, Facebook Marketplace, or Decluttr to check the market and reasonable prices and sell your items online.

If you use a site like Craigslist, please make sure not to use your personal phone number or meet any place other than in front of a local police station. Lastly, if you are artistically skilled, you can try Etsy.com. Etsy is a marketplace for craft goods.

Sell Your Old Books for Cash

Sell Old Books – Have you ever heard of a site called Half.com? Well, that site was started as a way to sell old college textbooks when online selling was just taking off. Now that site is part of eBay, and the founder is a top Venture Capitalist. That sort of rocket trajectory might not be the path for all teenagers starting a business, but we are sure you all have quite a few old books lying around (both old and newish!). Selling old books is a great way for teenagers to make legit money, and apps like BookScouter make it easy to do so!

Earn extra dollars by Testing Websites

Test Websites – Companies often need average users to test newly launched websites. These tests might include commenting on the ease of use of the site, design feedback, recording any glitches, etc. You don’t have to be an expert in website design or a professional developer. Usually, companies are looking for everyday users to test and provide feedback. Sign up on a site like usertesting.com and earn $10 for every 20-minute test completed.

Make Money Watching Movie Previews

watch Movie Previews – This is another great job that teenagers can do at home, whenever they want. Watch prospective movie previews and give feedback for money. Sites like Market Force and Swagbucks provide opportunities for customers to watch trailers and take surveys and get paid to do so.

Earn Some Side Income Repping Household Products

Rep Household Products – Multilevel marketing has a bad name. Still, there are plenty of direct sales companies where you can invest a small amount and sell their products without getting caught in a multilevel circle. Avon and BeachBody are just a couple of very successful direct sales companies that provide legit ways for teenagers to earn money. It is best to choose something that is of interest to you and that you might even use yourself. And also, do some research and make sure the company is a direct sales and not a multi-level marketing company.

Once you start selling, tap your friends and family first, and then word of mouth and social media will help grow your business.

Make Money as a Teen Managing Social Media for Companies and Small Business

Manage Social Media for Companies – For most teens, using social media is second nature, like walking and eating. But for many business owners, it is a real chore to keep their social media accounts current and relevant, not to mention it isn’t part of their core business, no matter how important it might be. Consider offering your services to manage social media accounts for businesses. Advertise on FB and hand out flyers to local small businesses. Guarantee there will be more than one small business owner who will jump on the opportunity to have you take over managing their social media accounts.

Earn Passive Income as a Teen by Monetizing your Blog

Monetize your Blog – Have you been writing a blog, or interested in starting one? Like popular social media accounts, blogs can be monetized to earn money. The two main ways to monetize blogs are by using Google Adsense and also through affiliate links. Both are legit ways to earn money and don’t take any more time or effort than what you would normally be doing on your blog.

Make Cash at Your Own Pace with Gig Job

Gig Jobs – There is a new emerging market for gig workers, officially defined as “independent contractors, online platform workers, contract firm workers, on-call workers, and temporary workers.” So, of course, there are sites where companies and gig workers can be matched up. Instawork is a major player in the gig economy and allows companies and gig workers to connect. You will pick and choose which type of gig job you are interested in and have flexibility over when the work is performed. Pay rate, due dates, gig duration, and other job information is all available before you match any potential gig.

Teens Can Make Money Sharing Opinions and Reviews

Give your Opinion and/or Review – Kind of like the movie trailers and website testing, there are many other products for which companies need customer opinions. Thing music, fashion, product experiences, secret shopping, etc. Some work is online through sites like Reckner, Market Force, and Slice the Pie. And then other jobs are in the field, like being a mystery shopper. Never, ever pay to participate in an opinion or secret shopping job! No legitimate customer experience marketing company will ever require participants to pay anything, especially a membership or participation fee. Remember, the idea is to find a legit way for you to make money as a teenager.

Teens can Make Cash Taking Surveys.

Take Surveys – This has to be one of the easiest ways for a teenager to make money. Answering surveys online or going to survey sites can pay up to $50/survey, but beware of scams that run aplenty. Many of the same companies that pay for opinions and reviews also pay for surveys. Check out Reckner, Market Force,  Survey Junkie, and Swagbucks. Again, the most important aspect of this job is to find a real company that will pay you to take surveys online.

Take Your Side Income and Invest it to Make Money.

Invest your Money – Do you have some birthday money that you have saved up over the years? Consider taking some of it and investing in the stock market. Investing money in the stock market is not for the faint of heart, and most financial advisors say young investors should aim to invest for the long term.

Historically, investing in the stock market took large sums of money, but now there are many ways for investors to participate even with small amounts of money. Sites like Robinhood have fractional shares in many stocks. And other sites like e*trade and TD Ameritrade are great for beginners and require small minimums to get started.

Earn Extra Income from Anywhere Providing Online Customer Service

Online Customer Service – There are so many companies that now hire at-home customer service representatives, but U-Haul has a particularly teen-friendly program. Job responsibilities include answering calls, monitoring customer experience, and more.

Get Cash as a Teen Freelance Writer

Freelance Writing – If you have a way with words and an eye for grammatical details, then becoming a freelance writer could be for you. The freelance writing business is a great way for a teenager to make legit money and build a pretty good portfolio for college and job applications. You can find basic writing gigs on sites like Fiverr and Upwork, or you can start a blog and post all of your portfolios. You can then use social media for advertising your blog and freelance writing services.

Make more Money with Bake Sales.

Bake Sales – You don’t have to love to bake to have bake sales. If you have friends and family who love to bake, offer to sell their baked goods, and split the proceeds. Many people like to serve homemade goods but don’t have the time or skills to bake anything.

Organize local bake sales in different places in the community like charity events (may require you to donate a portion of the proceeds to the charity), or advertise on social media to sell baked goods for special occasions (cookies for graduations, cakes for birthdays, etc.). Ask for referrals and for clients to post pictures on their own social media — word of mouth is a great way to grow your baked sales business. This is a fantastic way to make money as a teenager.

Earn Extra Selling Stock Photos

Sell Stock Photos – Making money taking pictures doesn’t mean you have to be a famous photographer or even that you have tons of expensive camera equipment. Good quality stock photos are in high demand for online magazine articles, blogs, and more. And almost every teen has a cell phone in his pocket. With the advances in cell phone camera technology, it is super easy for teens to take great pictures and then post them for sale on stock photo platforms such as iStock, Shutterstock, Adobe Stock, and more. Selling stock images is a legit way to make money as a teenager.

Become a Teenage Mystery Shopper

Become a Mystery Shopper – Similar to completing surveys, writing reviews, or providing your opinions; you can make money by becoming a mystery shopper. Retail companies hire mystery shoppers to go into one of their stores and then report back on their entire experience, including the store’s condition, the customer service you received from staff, and how you felt shopping in the store. As with some other jobs on the list, many illegitimate companies are trying to scam potential shoppers, so make sure to watch for warning signs like being asked to pay to see jobs.

You can also make sure that the companies are MSPA members. Sign up for legit mystery shopping jobs at sites like Market Force and Best Mark.

Become a Ref for Teen Sports

Refereeing – Most local sports leagues need referees. Even townships have youth recreational leagues for which they need referees. As teenagers as young as 15, you can go through the process of becoming license refs in a variety of sports. Check state referee sites like the U.S. Soccer Federation Referee Program to find a local program in a sport that interests you.

Get Additional Income by Being a Personal Assitant

Become a Personal Assistant – Do you like to organize your closet in your spare time, or appreciate the details? Then being a personal assistant may be for you. As life becomes busier and busier, many households require a personal assistant to help with day-to-day tasks such as buying groceries, updating calendars, running errands, opening mail, etc. Advertise in your community or offer your services to ay friends or family. As your business grows and you make more money, you can even hire some friends!

Add Some Cash by Teaching a Foreign Language

Teach a Foreign Language – If you grew up in a multi-lingual home or are in an advanced level of a foreign language, consider teaching a foreign language. Websites like Verbalplanet match tutors to students. Lessons are conducted virtually, and you set your own schedule. Tutors can earn up to $30 / hour.

Make Money as a Teenager Selling your Wardrobe

Resell your Wardrobe – Always looking for the latest trends and need some money to keep up? Consider reselling your gently used clothing items on sites like ThredUp and Poshmark. These online consignment sites accept items from thousands of brands and generally must be less than 5 years old. Reselling clothes is easy, and it is very little you have to do to make money this way, and you can also take a small commission for selling clothes for your friends and family.

Side Hustle some Income with Online Freelance Work

Online Freelance Work – Similarly to freelance writing, if you have some other niche skills like graphic design or coding, using Fiverr and Upwork to get online freelance jobs. You set your schedule and fee and can work anywhere. Freelance work is a great legit way to make money as a teenager.

Teens can Make Money Reviewing Songs.

Review Songs – Most teenagers already love music and listen to quite a bit of it, so why not get paid to do so! Music Xray is a super cool platform that pays listeners for their opinion on new songs to get special access. Rates are about $0.10 per song, and you will be asked for your feedback on lyrics, thoughts about the artist, and more. Song bits are about 30 seconds long so that it won’t take a lot of time, and you can listen to them anywhere, even on the go.

Add Income by Selling your Graphic Designs

Sell your Graphic Designs – If you enjoy graphic design, you can help others by finding freelance jobs online or selling your own designs on CafePress or Creative Market. Take your designs and add them to items like t-shirts, mugs, and more and sell them on CafePress. Creative Market allows you to sell your own logo, font, and other design elements. Both are great ways for teenagers to make money.

Make Money as a Teenager by Having a Garage Sale

Even though you are a teenager, you probably have a lot of junk at your house or apartment collecting dust. Well, dust off that old stuff and have a garage sale! Garage sales are the epitome of money-making ideas. Ask your parents and siblings, and family members if they have anything they would consider selling and asking for a price. Once they agree to sell, give them a minimum price and ask them if you keep anything extra for your sales work.

You can advertise the garage sale in advance by putting an ad in the local paper and putting up signs around the neighborhood. You should be able to make good money fast!

In Summary

There are so many legit and fun ways to make money as a teenager! Starting your own business or creating a side-hustle is a great way to earn your own money and independence and is a great resume builder. Find something you enjoy doing in your free time, and it won’t feel like work. Last but not least, make sure you open a savings account at your local credit union!
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The Los Angeles City Council has voted to move its money out of banks that fail to protect citizens from losing their homes. Dennis Santiago was in the room at the time and reports:

Another landmark piece of legislation was passed today.

The City Council of Los Angeles voted 12-0 to pass Councilman Richard Alarcon’s motion 09-0234, also known as the “responsible banking practices” motion. This will set the City on a path to require banks doing business with the City, or seeking to do business with the City, to report on the details of their local reinvestment in the community. The ordinance to be drafted will tie a bank’s involvement in the community to contracts for the City’s operating funds and pension programs worth up to $28.9 billion dollars.

Read more

The bill creates a “report card” that evaluates banks looking to do business with the city based on their record on mortgage modifications and small business lending, among other things. Banks that do not meet the standard would not receive city funds.

This means that Los Angeles has chosen to use its money to help its own communities instead of abusive banks. Way to go everyone!
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